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Abstract
A path cover of a graph G = (V ,E) is a set of pairwise vertex-disjoint paths such that the disjoint union of the vertices of these
paths equals the vertex set V of G. The path cover problem is, given a graph, to ﬁnd a path cover having the minimum number of
paths. The path cover problem contains the Hamiltonian path problem as a special case since ﬁnding a path cover, consisting of a
single path, corresponds directly to the Hamiltonian path problem. A graph is a distance-hereditary graph if each pair of vertices is
equidistant in every connected induced subgraph containing them. The complexity of the path cover problem on distance-hereditary
graphs has remained unknown. In this paper, we propose the ﬁrst polynomial-time algorithm, which runs in O(|V |9) time, to solve
the path cover problem on distance-hereditary graphs.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
All graphs considered in this paper are ﬁnite and undirected, without loops or multiple edges. Let G = (V ,E) be a
graph with vertex set V and edge set E. Throughout this paper, let m and n denote the numbers of edges and vertices
of G, respectively. A Hamiltonian path (resp. Hamiltonian cycle) in a graph is a simple path (resp. cycle) in which
each vertex of the graph appears exactly once. A graph is called Hamiltonian if it contains a Hamiltonian cycle. The
Hamiltonian path problem (resp. Hamiltonian cycle problem) is to determine whether a Hamiltonian path (resp. cycle)
exists in a graph, and ﬁnd one if such a path (resp. cycle) does exist. A path cover of a graph G= (V ,E) is a collection
of vertex-disjoint paths P1 = (V1, E1), P2 = (V2, E2), . . . , Pr = (Vr , Er) in G whose union is V , where Vk and Ek
are the vertex and edge sets of path Pk , respectively, i.e., Vi ∩ Vj = ∅ for i = j and ⋃ri=1Vi = V . The path cover
number of G, denoted by (G), is the smallest cardinality of a path cover of G. The minimum path cover of G is a path
cover of G of size (G). The path cover problem is to ﬁnd a minimum path cover of a graph. The path cover problem
has received some alternative names in the literature, such as optimal path cover [1,31,33] and path partition [34].
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It is evident that the path cover problem for general graphs is NP-complete since ﬁnding a path cover, consisting of a
single path, corresponds directly to the Hamiltonian path problem [16]. Polynomial-time algorithms have been known
for only a few special classes of graphs, including trees [27], block graphs [33,34], interval graphs [1], circular-arc
graphs [24], cographs [26], bipartite permutation graphs [31] and cocomparability graphs [11]. The path cover problem
has many practical applications in different areas, including establishing ring protocol [32], mapping parallel programs
to parallel architectures [27,30], code optimization [3] and program testing [29].
A connected graph is distance-hereditary if the distance between every two vertices in any connected induced
subgraph is the same as in the original graph, where the distance between two vertices is the length of a shortest path
connecting them. Distance-hereditary graphs form a subclass of perfect graphs that are graphsG in which themaximum
clique size equals the chromatic number for every induced subgraph of G [4,17]. Examples of graphs belonging to
the class of distance-hereditary graphs are trees, complete graphs, k-partite complete graphs, block graphs, cographs,
Ptolemaic graphs and bipartite distance-hereditary graphs [4,6,7,21].
Distance-hereditary graphs have been exploited in the design of interconnection network topologies [13,14]. Esfa-
hanian and Oellermann modeled a distance-hereditary graph as a computer network DhN [14]. The path cover problem
on DhN has many practical applications. For example, in order to establish ring protocol on DhN [32], the computer
network DhN may be augmented by some auxiliary edges so as to make it Hamiltonian [19]. It is easily veriﬁed that the
minimum number of additional edges needed to make DhN Hamiltonian is identical to the path cover number of DhN.
Other notable application of the path cover problem on distance-hereditary graphs includes mapping parallel programs
into DhN [27,30].
Several properties of distance-hereditary graphs were also explored for algorithmic applications. Bandelt and Mulder
showed that the graphs of house, domino, gem and hole are neither induced subgraphs nor isometric subgraphs of a
distance-hereditary graph [2]. They also showed that a distance-hereditary graph can be constructed from an isolated
vertex by adding vertices one by one through operations called one-vertex extensions [2].Hammer andMaffray proposed
a linear-time recognition algorithm that constructs a sequence of one-vertex extensions for a distance-hereditary graph
[20].Damiand et al. pointed out that the recognition algorithm in [20]was slightly incorrect andgave a correct linear-time
recognition algorithm for distance-hereditary graphs [12]. Chang et al. gave a new recursive deﬁnition for distance-
hereditary graphs and showed that the weighted vertex cover problem, the weighted independent domination problem,
the minimum ﬁll-in problem and the treewidth problem on distance-hereditary graphs are polynomially solvable [5].
Golumbic and Rotics showed that the clique-width of every distance-hereditary graph is at most three [18]. The
notion of clique-width of graphs was ﬁrst introduced by Courcelle et al. [8]. The clique-width of a graph G is deﬁned as
the minimum number of labels needed to construct G, using four graph operations: creation of a new vertex with label
i, disjoint union, connecting vertices with speciﬁed labels and renaming labels.An expression built from the above four
operations using k labels is called a k-expression. Each k-expression uniquely deﬁnes a graph. For more background on
clique-width, we refer the reader to [8,10]. A graph class C is of bounded clique-width if for every graph G in C there
is a ﬁxed integer k such that the clique-width of G is not greater than k. Bounded clique-width graphs are especially
interesting from algorithmic point of view.A lot of NP-complete problems can be solved in polynomial time for graphs
of bounded clique-width if an expression for the input graph is explicitly given. A graph problem on bounded clique-
width graphs is said to be an MS1 problem if it can be deﬁned by a monadic second order logic (MS-logic) formula,
using quantiﬁers on vertices but not on edges. A graph problem is called an MS2 problem if it is deﬁnable in MS-logic
formula with quantiﬁers on both vertices and edges. Courcelle et al. showed an elegant result that all MS1 problems on
bounded clique-width graphs can be solved in linear time if an expression for the input graph is explicitly given [9].
Golumbic and Rotics showed that a corresponding 3-expression for a distance-hereditary graph can be built in linear
time [18]. Therefore, a wide class of graph problems are linear-time solvable on distance-hereditary graphs. Note that
the Hamiltonian and path cover problems are not MS1 problems since they cannot be represented by MS-logic formula
using quantiﬁers over vertex set only. The technique in [9,18] cannot be applied to solve the problem considered in
this paper. However, Espelage et al. proposed polynomial-time algorithms to solve some problems which are not MS1
problems on bounded clique-width graphs [15]. They solved the Hamiltonian path problem for graphs with bounded
clique-width k in O(nk2) time. That is, the algorithm proposed by Espelage et al. for the Hamiltonian path problem on
distance-hereditary graphs runs in O(n9) time [15]. The path cover problem on bounded clique-width graphs is still
open.
Whether the path cover problem on distance-hereditary graphs can be solved in polynomial time has remained
unknown. In this paper, we present the ﬁrst polynomial-time algorithm, which uses the dynamic programming method
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and runs in O(n9) time, to solve the path cover problem on distance-hereditary graphs. Previous related works are
summarized below. Nicolai presented the ﬁrst polynomial-time algorithms, which run in O(n3) and O(n5) times,
respectively, for the Hamiltonian cycle and path problems, respectively, on distance-hereditary graphs [28]. We solved
the Hamiltonian cycle problem on distance-hereditary graphs in O(n2) time [25]. Hsieh et al. improved the above
result to obtain an O(m + n)-linear-time algorithm for the Hamiltonian cycle problem on distance-hereditary graphs
[22]. Recently, we present a uniﬁed approach to solving the Hamiltonian cycle and Hamiltonian path problems on
distance-hereditary graphs in O(m + n) linear time [23].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review some properties of distance-hereditary
graphs and give some basic deﬁnitions. Section 3 proves some lemmas and theorems which are used in designing our
polynomial-time algorithm. Finally, we present a dynamic programming polynomial-time algorithm to solve the path
cover problem on distance-hereditary graphs in Section 4.
2. Preliminaries
Chang et al. have shown that distance-hereditary graphs have an elegant characterization [5]. The characterization
makes use of the concept of twin sets. Every distance-hereditary graph has a twin set that is a subset of vertices. We
use TS(G) to denote a twin set of a distance-hereditary graph G in the following.
Deﬁnition 2.1 (Chang et al. [5]). The class of distance-hereditary graphs can be deﬁned by the following recursive
deﬁnition:
(1) A graph consisting of a single vertex v is a distance-hereditary graph with the twin set {v}.
(2) If GL and GR are distance-hereditary graphs, then the union G of GL and GR is a distance-hereditary graph and
TS(G) = TS(GL) ∪ TS(GR). In this case, we say that G is formed from GL and GR by a false-twin operation.
(3) If GL and GR are distance-hereditary graphs, then the graph G obtained from GL and GR by connecting every
vertex of TS(GL) to all vertices of TS(GR) is a distance-hereditary graph and TS(G)=TS(GL)∪TS(GR). In this
case, we say that G is formed from GL and GR by a true-twin operation.
(4) If GL and GR are distance-hereditary graphs, then the graph G obtained from GL and GR by connecting every
vertex of TS(GL) to all vertices of TS(GR) is a distance-hereditary graph and TS(G) = TS(GL). In this case, we
say that G is formed from GL and GR by a pendant operation.
A vertex of G is called a twin vertex if it is in TS(G), and is called a non-twin vertex otherwise.
Notice that the two graphs formed from GL and GR by a true-twin operation and by a pendant operation are
isomorphic but with different twin sets. In the rest of the paper, we assume the twin set of G is the twin set of GL
whenever we say that G is formed from GL and GR by a pendant operation.
Using the above deﬁnition, a binary ordered decomposition tree DT(G) of a distance-hereditary graph G can be
constructed. The decomposition tree of a distance-hereditary graph is a binary rooted node-labeled tree and is deﬁned
as follows:
Deﬁnition 2.2 (Chang et al. [5]). The decomposition tree DT(G) of a distance-hereditary graph G consisting of a
single vertex v is a tree of one node labeled by v. If G is formed from GL and GR by a false-twin (resp. true-twin,
pendant) operation, then the root of the decomposition tree DT(G) is a node labeled by ‘F ’ (resp. ‘T ’, ‘P ’) with the
roots of DT(GL) and DT(GR) being the left and right children of the root of DT(G), respectively.
Notice that the decomposition tree DT(G) is a binary ordered tree. For instance, given the distance-hereditary graph
G shown in Fig. 1(a), the decomposition tree DT(G) of G is shown in Fig. 1(b). Note that if G is formed from GL
and GR by a pendant operation, then DT(GL) and DT(GR) are the left and right subtrees of DT(G), respectively, and
TS(G) = TS(GL).
Theorem 2.1 (Chang et al. [5]). A decomposition tree of a distance-hereditary graph can be constructed in O(m+n)
time.
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Fig. 1. (a) A distance-hereditary graph G and (b) a decomposition tree DT(G) of G, where the vertices in TS(G) are drawn by ﬁlled circles.
In the remainder of the paper, we assume that G= (V ,E) is a distance-hereditary graph and is formed from GL and
GR by one of a false-twin operation, a true-twin operation or a pendant operation. We use VL and VR to denote the
vertex sets of GL and GR , respectively. In other words, V = VL ∪ VR and VL ∩ VR = ∅. For any two sets X and Y , let
X\Y denote the set of elements of X that are not in Y .
Notice that every vertex in TS(GL) is adjacent to all vertices of TS(GR), and is not adjacent to any vertex in
VR\TS(GR), if G is formed from GL and GR by either a true-twin operation or a pendant operation. By symmetry,
every vertex in TS(GR) is adjacent to all vertices of TS(GL), and is not adjacent to any vertex in VL\TS(GL), if G is
formed from GL and GR by either a true-twin operation or a pendant operation.
Deﬁnition 2.3. A path P , denoted by v1v2 · · · v|P |, is a sequence (v1, v2, . . . , v|P |) of vertices, each appearing exactly
once, on which vi and vi+1 are adjacent for 1 i |P | − 1. The ﬁrst and last vertices visited by path P are denoted by
start(P ) and end(P ), respectively. Both of them are end vertices of P . We allow start(P ) and end(P ) to be the same
only in the case that P contains exactly one vertex.
Deﬁnition 2.4. LetP1=x1x2 · · · x|P1| andP2=y1y2 · · · y|P2| be twovertex-disjoint paths of a graph such thatx|P1| andy1
are adjacent in the graph. The coalescence of P1 and P2, denoted by P1+˙P2, is deﬁned as x1x2 · · · x|P1|y1y2 · · · y|P2|.
Deﬁnition 2.5. Let G be a distance-hereditary graph. A path of G is called a twin path if both of its two end vertices
are in TS(G). A path of G is called a semi-twin path if exactly one of its end vertices is in TS(G). A path of G is called
a non-twin path if neither of its two end vertices is in TS(G).
By the above deﬁnition, a twin path of G may consist of only one vertex in TS(G), a non-twin path of G may consist
of only one vertex not in TS(G) and a semi-twin path of G must contain at least two vertices with one in TS(G) and
the other not in TS(G).
Deﬁnition 2.6. A path cover PC of a distance-hereditary graph G is called a (t, s, u)-constrained path cover if (1)
|PC| = t + s + u; (2) there are exactly t twin paths in PC; (3) there are exactly s semi-twin paths in PC and (4) all
other paths in PC are non-twin paths.
A path of a distance-hereditary graph G is clearly either a twin path, a semi-twin path or a non-twin path of G.
Hence, the following proposition immediately holds:
Proposition 2.2. Assume that G is a distance-hereditary graph. Then, PC is a path cover of G if and only if it is a
constrained path cover of G.
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Deﬁnition 2.7. Let G be a distance-hereditary graph. Deﬁne F(G) = {(t, s, u)|G has a (t, s, u)-constrained path
cover}.
By Proposition 2.2, (G) = min{t + s + u|(t, s, u) ∈F(G)} for a distance-hereditary graph G.
Deﬁnition 2.8. Let PC be a constrained path cover of a distance-hereditary graph G. Deﬁne T (G,PC), S(G,PC)
and U(G,PC) to be the subsets ofPC consisting of all twin paths, all semi-twin paths and all non-twin paths inPC,
respectively.
Deﬁnition 2.9. Let W be a subset of vertices of G and let P be a path of G. A subpath P ′ of path P is called a
W -subpath of P if P ′ visits vertices in W only. A W -subpath of P is W -maximal if it is not a proper subpath of any
W -subpath of P . For a set P of vertex-disjoint paths of G, denote by W(P) the set of all W -maximal subpaths of all
paths in P.
LetPC be a (t, s, u)-constrained path cover of a distance-hereditary graph G. Then, VL(PC) and VR(PC) are the
sets of all VL-maximal and VR-maximal subpaths of all paths in PC, respectively. VL(PC) and VR(PC) are clearly
constrained path covers of GL and GR , respectively. On the other hand, a VL-maximal subpath is called a VL-maximal
twin subpath (resp. semi-twin subpath, non-twin subpath) if it is a twin path (resp. semi-twin path, non-twin path)
of GL. By symmetry, a VR-maximal subpath is similarly deﬁned. By deﬁnition, PC = T (G,PC) ∪ S(G,PC) ∪
U(G,PC) and each one of T (G,PC), S(G,PC) and U(G,PC) consists of a set of vertex-disjoint paths. We can
see that VL(T (G,PC)), VL(S(G,PC)) and VL(U(G,PC)) contain all VL-maximal subpaths of paths in T (G,PC),
S(G,PC) and U(G,PC), respectively. VR(T (G,PC)), VR(S(G,PC)) and VR(U(G,PC)) are similarly deﬁned.
We give an example to illustrate the above deﬁnitions. Consider the distance-hereditary graph G = (V ,E) and its
decomposition tree DT(G) shown in Fig. 1. Then, GL and GR are the subgraphs of G induced by the leaves of DT(GL)
and DT(GR), respectively, and VL, VR , TS(GL) and TS(GR) are shown in Fig. 2, where VL\TS(GL) = {v11, v12}.
Let Pt = v3v0v2, Ps1 = v11v6, Ps2 = v12v7, Pu = v8v4v1v10v5v9 and let PC = {Pt , Ps1 , Ps2 , Pu}. Then, PC is a
(1, 2, 1)-constrained path cover of G. We can see from deﬁnition that T (G,PC) = {Pt }, S(G,PC) = {Ps1 , Ps2},
U(G,PC)= {Pu}, VL(PC)= {Ps1 , Ps2 , v0v2} and VR(PC)= {Pu, v3}. Then, T (GL, VL(PC))= VL(T (G,PC))=
{v0v2}, S(GL, VL(PC))=VL(S(G,PC))={Ps1 , Ps2}, U(GL, VL(PC))=VL(U(G,PC))=∅, T (GR, VR(PC))=
VR(T (G,PC)) = {v3}, S(GR, VR(PC)) = VR(S(G,PC)) = ∅ and U(GR, VR(PC)) = VR(U(G,PC)) = {Pu}.
We next deﬁne three operations on two distinct sets of vertex-disjoint paths as follows:
Deﬁnition 2.10. ( operation) Let P = {P1, P2, . . . , Pp} and Q = {Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qq} be two distinct sets of vertex-
disjoint paths such that pq and end(Pi) is adjacent to start(Qi) for iq. For an integer kq, deﬁne [k] to be the
operation onP andQ, denoted byP[k]Q, that constructs a set of vertex-disjoint paths {P1+˙Q1, P2+˙Q2, . . . , Pk+˙Qk,
Pk+1, . . . , Pp,Qk+1, . . . ,Qq}. Fig. 3(a) depicts the operation.
Fig. 2. An illustration of TS(GL) and TS(GR) of the distance-hereditary graph G shown in Fig. 1(a), where the vertices in TS(GL) ∪ TS(GR) are
drawn by ﬁlled circles.
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Fig. 3. Operations deﬁned on two distinct setsP and Q of vertex-disjoint paths, where (a)P[k]Q, (b)P	
[k]Q and (c)P[k]Q.
Deﬁnition 2.11. (	
 operation) Let P = {P1, P2, . . . , Pp} and Q = {Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qq} be two distinct sets of vertex-
disjoint paths such that both end vertices of every path inP are adjacent to all end vertices of paths in Q and pq. For
an integer kq, deﬁne 	
[k] to be the operation onP and Q, denoted byP	
[k]Q, that generates a set of vertex-disjoint
paths {P1+˙Q1+˙P2+˙Q2+˙ · · · +˙Pk+˙Qk, Pk+1, . . . , Pp,Qk+1, . . . ,Qq}. The operation is depicted in Fig. 3(b).
Deﬁnition 2.12. ( operation) Let P = {P1, P2, . . . , Pp} and Q = {Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qq} be two distinct sets of vertex-
disjoint paths such that both end vertices of every path inP are adjacent to all end vertices of paths in Q and p>q. For
an integer kq, deﬁne [k] to be the operation onP and Q, denoted byP[k]Q, that generates a set of vertex-disjoint
paths {P1+˙Q1+˙P2+˙Q2+˙ · · · +˙Pk+˙Qk+˙Pk+1, Pk+2, . . . , Pp,Qk+1, . . . ,Qq}. Fig. 3(c) reveals the operation.
3. The path cover problem on distance-hereditary graphs
In this section, we will prove some lemmas and theorems which are used in designing our dynamic programming
algorithm. The following two lemmas can be easily veriﬁed:
Lemma 3.1. Assume G is a distance-hereditary graph consisting of a single vertex. Then,F(G) = {(1, 0, 0)}.
Lemma 3.2. Assume G is a distance-hereditary graph formed from GL and GR by a false-twin operation. Then,
F(G) = {(tL + tR, sL + sR, uL + uR)|(tL, sL, uL) ∈F(GL) and (tR, sR, uR) ∈F(GR)}.
In the rest of this section, we will show necessary and sufﬁcient conditions for a distance-hereditary graph G to have
a constrained path cover when G is formed from GL and GR by either a true-twin operation or a pendant operation.
Lemma 3.3. Assume G is a distance-hereditary graph formed from GL and GR by a true-twin operation and G has
a (t, s, u)-constrained path cover PC. Then, VL(PC) and VR(PC) are (tL, sL, uL)-constrained and (tR, sR, uR)-
constrained path covers of GL and GR , respectively, satisfying the following conditions:
(1) u¯ = u − uL − uR0;
(2) s + 2u = (sL + sR) + 2(uL + uR);
(3) if t = s= u¯=0, then tL = tR =0; otherwise, max{0, tL − tR − sR + u¯, tR − tL − sL + u¯} t tL + tR −max{0, u¯−
sL, u¯ − sR}.
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Proof. By deﬁnition, every path in U(GL, VL(PC)) and U(GR, VR(PC)) only visits vertices in VL and VR , respec-
tively, and is a non-twin path of G in PC. Hence, uuL + uR and Condition (1) is satisﬁed.
s + 2u is the number of non-twin vertices of G that are end vertices of paths inPC. Similarly, sL + 2uL + sR + 2uR
is the number of non-twin vertices of GL together with those of GR that are end vertices of subpaths inPC. It is easy
to justify that a non-twin vertex of G is an end vertex of a path in PC if and only if it is an end vertex of a path in
VL(PC) or VR(PC). Therefore, s + 2u = sL + 2uL + sR + 2uR and Condition (2) is satisﬁed.
Wenext prove thatCondition (3) is satisﬁed. Let tL1 , tL2 and tL3 be the numbers of twin paths ofGL inVL(T (G,PC)),
VL(S(G,PC)) and VL(U(G,PC)), respectively. Similarly, let tR1 , tR2 and tR3 be the numbers of twin paths of GR in
VR(T (G,PC)), VR(S(G,PC)) and VR(U(G,PC)), respectively. Then, we have that
tL = tL1 + tL2 + tL3 , (1)
tR = tR1 + tR2 + tR3 . (2)
We can easily see that t tL1 + tR1 . Suppose t = s = u¯= 0. Then, tL1 = tR1 = tL2 = tR2 = 0 since t = s = 0. Since u¯= 0,
there exists no twin path of GL and GR in VL(U(G,PC)) and VR(U(G,PC)), respectively, and, hence, tL3 = tR3 =0.
By Eqs. (1) and (2), we get that tL = tR =0. In the following, suppose that t = 0, s = 0 or u¯ = 0. Let sL1 and sL2 be the
numbers of semi-twin paths of GL in VL(S(G,PC)) and VL(U(G,PC)), respectively. Similarly, let sR1 and sR2 be
the numbers of semi-twin paths of GR in VR(S(G,PC)) and VR(U(G,PC)), respectively. Since exactly two paths of
S(GL, VL(PC)) ∪ S(GR, VR(PC)) are used to form a path of U(G,PC) \ (U(GL, VL(PC)) ∪ U(GR, VR(PC))),
we have that
u¯ = u − uL − uR = sL2 + sR22 . (3)
By deﬁnition, both end vertices of every path in T (G,PC) are twin vertices ofG, where TS(G)=TS(GL)∪TS(GR).
There are three types of paths in T (G,PC): type-1 paths are those paths with one end vertex in TS(GL) and the other
end vertex in TS(GR); type-2 paths are those paths with both end vertices in TS(GL) and type-3 paths are those paths
with both end vertices in TS(GR). Let t1, t2 and t3 be the numbers of the paths of type-1, type-2 and type-3, respectively.
Then, |T (G,PC)| = t = t1 + t2 + t3. Every type-1 path has as many VL-maximal twin subpaths as VR-maximal twin
subpaths. Every type-2 path has exactly one more VL-maximal twin subpath than VR-maximal twin subpaths. Every
type-3 path has exactly one more VR-maximal twin subpath than VL-maximal twin subpaths. Thus, tL1 − tR1 = t2 − t3.
Hence, t − (tL1 − tR1)= t1 +2t30, i.e., t tL1 − tR1 . By symmetry, t − (tR1 − tL1)= t1 +2t20, i.e., tL1 − tR1 − t .
Combining the above two equations, we get
−t tL1 − tR1 t . (4)
By deﬁnition, one end vertex of every path in S(G,PC) is a non-twin vertex of G, while the other end vertex is
a twin vertex of G. There are four types of paths in S(G,PC): type-I paths are those paths with both end vertices in
VL; type-II paths are those paths with both end vertices in VR; type-III paths are those paths with one end vertex in
VL\TS(GL) and the other end vertex in TS(GR) and type-IV paths are those paths with one end vertex in VR\TS(GR)
and the other end vertex in TS(GL). Let s1, s2, s3 and s4 be the numbers of the paths of type-I, type-II, type-III and
type-IV, respectively. Then, sL1 = s1 + s3 and sR1 = s2 + s4. Every path of type-I and type-II has as many VL-maximal
twin subpaths as VR-maximal twin subpaths. Every type-III path has exactly one more VR-maximal twin subpath than
VL-maximal twin subpaths. Every type-IV path has exactly one more VL-maximal twin subpath than VR-maximal twin
subpaths. Thus, tL2 − tR2 = s4 − s3. Since 0s3sL1 and 0s4sR1 , we have that −sL1s4 − s3sR1 . Hence, we
have
−sL1 tL2 − tR2sR1 . (5)
By deﬁnition, both end vertices of every path in U(G,PC) are non-twin vertices of G. There are ﬁve types of paths
in U(G,PC): type-A paths are those paths visiting vertices in VL only; type-B paths are those paths visiting vertices
in VR only; type-C paths are those paths visiting vertices in both VL and VR with both end vertices in VL\TS(GL);
type-D paths are those paths visiting vertices in both VL and VR with both end vertices in VR\TS(GR) and type-E
paths are those paths visiting vertices in both VL and VR with one end vertex in VL\TS(GL) and the other end vertex
in VR\S(GR). Let u1, u2, u3, u4 and u5 be the numbers of the paths of type-A, type-B, type-C, type-D and type-E,
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respectively. Then, u1 =uL, u2 =uR , sL2 =2u3 +u5, sR2 =2u4 +u5, u=u1 +u2 +u3 +u4 +u5 and u¯=u3 +u4 +u5.
Every type-A path is also a non-twin path of GL and every type-B path is also a non-twin path of GR . Every type-E
path has as many VL-maximal twin subpaths as VR-maximal twin subpaths. Every type-C path has exactly one more
VR-maximal twin subpath than VL-maximal twin subpaths. Every type-D path has exactly onemore VL-maximal twin
subpath than VR-maximal twin subpaths. Thus, tL3 − tR3 = u4 − u3. Since sL2 = 2u3 + u5 and sR2 = 2u4 + u5, we
have that u4 − u3 = (sR2 − sL2)/2. Hence, we get
tL3 − tR3 =
sR2 − sL2
2
. (6)
Combining Eqs. (1)–(2) and (4)–(6), we get that −(t + sL1 − (sR2 − sL2)/2) tL − tR t + sR1 + (sR2 − sL2)/2. By
deﬁnition and Eq. (3), u¯=(sL2 +sR2)/2, sL=sL1 +sL2 and sR =sR1 +sR2 . Hence, −(t +sL− u¯) tL− tR t +sR − u¯.
Then, t tL − tR − sR + u¯ and t tR − tL − sL + u¯. Obviously, t0. Hence, we have that
max{0, tL − tR − sR + u¯, tR − tL − sL + u¯} t . (7)
By Eq. (6), we get that tL3 + tR3 = 2tR3 + (sR2 − sL2)/2 = 2tL3 + (sL2 − sR2)/2. By Eq. (3), u¯ = (sL2 + sR2)/2 and,
hence, (sR2 − sL2)/2= u¯− sL2 and (sL2 − sR2)/2= u¯− sR2 . Hence, tL3 + tR3 =2tR3 + u¯− sL2 =2tL3 + u¯− sR2 . Clearly,
tL30, sL2sL, tR30 and sR2sR . Hence, tL3 + tR3 u¯ − sL and tL3 + tR3 u¯ − sR . Obviously, tL3 + tR30.
Hence, we get that tL3 + tR3 max{0, u¯ − sL, u¯ − sR}. It is easy to see that t tL1 + tR1 = (tL − tL2 − tL3) + (tR −
tR2 − tR3) = tL + tR − (tL2 + tR2) − (tL3 + tR3) and tL2 + tR20. Hence, we get that
t tL + tR − max{0, u¯ − sL, u¯ − sR}. (8)
Combining Eqs. (7) and (8), we get that max{0, tL−tR−sR+u¯, tR−tL−sL+u¯} t tL+tR−max{0, u¯−sL, u¯−sR}.
Thus, max{0, tL − tR − sR + u¯, tR − tL − sL + u¯} t tL + tR − max{0, u¯ − sL, u¯ − sR} if t = 0, s = 0 or u¯ = 0.
This completes the proof. 
Lemma 3.4. Assume G is a distance-hereditary graph formed from GL and GR by a true-twin operation. LetPL and
PR be two sets of vertex-disjoint twin paths ofGL andGR , respectively, such that |PL|= tL, |PR|= tR and tL+ tR1.
Then, for any number t , where tL + tR t max{1, tL − tR, tR − tL}, there exists a setP of vertex-disjoint twin paths
of G such that |P| = t , VL(P) =PL and VR(P) =PR .
Proof. For simplicity, let h = max{1, tL − tR, tR − tL}. We will prove this lemma by showing that the following two
statements are true:
(1) there exists a setPh of vertex-disjoint twin paths of G such that |Ph| = h, VL(Ph)=PL and VR(Ph)=PR; and
(2) for any number t with tL + tR th, we can obtain a setP of vertex-disjoint twin paths of G fromPh such that
|P| = t , VL(P) =PL and VR(P) =PR .
We prove statement (1) ﬁrst. By symmetry, assume tL − tR0. Consider the following two cases:
Case 1: tL = tR . LetPh =PL	
[tR]PR . Then,Ph consists of only one twin path of G with one end vertex in TS(GL)
and the other end vertex in TS(GR). Clearly, h = 1 in this case and Ph is a set consisting of a twin path of G with
VL(Ph) =PL and VR(Ph) =PR .
Case 2: tL > tR . In this case, h = tL − tR . Let Ph =PL if tR = 0; otherwise, let Ph =PL[tR]PR . Then, Ph is a
set of vertex-disjoint twin paths of G of size h such that VL(Ph) =PL and VR(Ph) =PR . This proves statement (1).
In the above, we have shown that there exists a set Ph of vertex-disjoint twin paths of G such that |Ph| = h,
VL(Ph) =PL and VR(Ph) =PR . For |PL| + |PR| th, we can obtain a set P of vertex-disjoint twin paths of G
from Ph such that |P| = t , VL(P) =PL and VR(P) =PR through the following procedure:
Initially, let P=Ph.
While |P|< t do
let Q be a path in P that visits vertices in both VL and VR;
let Q = Q1+˙Q2, where one of end(Q1) and start(Q2) is in VL and the other is in VR;
let P= (P\{Q}) ∪ {Q1,Q2};
end While.
It follows immediately from the above procedure that statement (2) holds and the lemma is proved. 
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Lemma 3.5. Assume that G is a distance-hereditary graph formed from GL and GR by a true-twin operation and that
PCL and PCR are (tL, sL, uL)-constrained and (tR, sR, uR)-constrained path covers of GL and GR , respectively.
Then, G has a (t, s, u)-constrained path cover for each t, s, u satisfying the following conditions:
(1) u¯ = u − uL − uR0;
(2) s + 2u = (sL + sR) + 2(uL + uR);
(3) if t = s= u¯=0, then tL = tR =0; otherwise, max{0, tL − tR − sR + u¯, tR − tL − sL + u¯} t tL + tR −max{0, u¯−
sL, u¯ − sR}.
Proof. Let t, s, u, u¯ satisfyConditions (1)–(3).We prove this lemmaby showing how to construct a (t, s, u)-constrained
path cover of G fromPCL andPCR . By Conditions (1) and (2), we obtain that s = (sL − u¯)+ (sR − u¯). Suppose that
t = s = u¯ = 0. Then, tL = tR = 0. Since u¯ = 0, u = uL + uR . Hence, s = sL + sR = 0. Then, sL = sR = 0. Clearly,
PCL ∪PCR forms a (0, 0, u)-constrained path cover of G, where u = uL + uR .
In the following, suppose that t = 0, s = 0 or u¯ = 0. Then, max{0, tL − tR − sR + u¯, tR − tL − sL + u¯} t tL +
tR − max{0, u¯ − sL, u¯ − sR}. Hence, we have that
t tL + tR − max{0, u¯ − sL, u¯ − sR}, (9)
−(t + sL − u¯) tL − tR t + sR − u¯. (10)
Consider the following three cases:
Case 1: sL u¯ and sR u¯. By Eq. (9), we get that t tL+ tR . Let S(GL,PCL)=Ls ∪Lu¯ and S(GR,PCR)=Rs ∪Ru¯
such that Ls ∩Lu¯ =∅, |Lu¯|= u¯, Rs ∩Ru¯ =∅ and |Ru¯|= u¯. Then, |Ls |= sL − u¯ and |Rs |= sR − u¯. LetPCu¯ =Lu¯[u¯]Ru¯
and let PCu = PCu¯ ∪ U(GL,PCL) ∪ U(GR,PCR). Then, PCu is a set of vertex-disjoint non-twin paths of G of
size u. There are two subcases:
Case 1.1: t = 0 and tL = tR . Suppose that tL = 0. Then, Ls ∪ Rs ∪PCu forms a (0, s, u)-constrained path cover of
G. On the other hand, suppose that tL > 0. Let PCh = T (GL,PCL)	
[tL]T (GR,PCR). Then, PCh consists of only
a twin path P of G with one end vertex in TS(GL) and the other end vertex in TS(GR). Let Q be a path in Ls ∪ Rs if
|Ls | + |Rs | = 0, i.e., s = 0; otherwise, let Q be a path in PCu¯. Without loss of generality, let end(Q) be in TS(G) if
Q ∈ Ls ∪ Rs ; otherwise, let Q = Q1+˙Q2 so that end(Q1) is in TS(GL). By assumption that t = 0, s = 0 or u¯ = 0,
we have that s = 0 or u¯ = 0. Hence, Q exists. Let PCs = Ls ∪ Rs . LetPCs =PCs\{Q} ∪ {Q+˙P } if Q ∈ Ls ∪ Rs ;
otherwise, let PCu = PCu\{Q} ∪ {Q1+˙P +˙Q2}. Then, PCs ∪ PCu forms a (0, s, u)-constrained path cover of G.
Hence, we can obtain a (0, s, u)-constrained path cover of G from PCL and PCR .
Case 1.2: t = 0 or tL = tR . By Eq. (10), we consider the following three subcases:
Case 1.2.1: t tL − tR t + sR − u¯. Since t = 0 or tL = tR , we have that tL = tR if t = 0. Hence, tL − tR > 0 in this
subcase. Let P̂C=T (GL,PCL)[tR]T (GR,PCR). Then, P̂C is a set of vertex-disjoint twin paths ofG of size tL− tR
such that both end vertices of every path in P̂C are in TS(GL). Then, t |P̂C| t + sR − u¯. Let P̂C =PCt ∪PCŝ
such thatPCt ∩PCŝ =∅ and |PCt |= t . Clearly, 0 |PCŝ |sR − u¯. Let Rs =Rs[|PCŝ |]PCŝ and letPCs =Rs ∪Ls .
Then,PCs is a set of vertex-disjoint semi-twin paths of G of size s = (sL − u¯)+ (sR − u¯). Hence,PCt ∪PCs ∪PCu
forms a (t, s, u)-constrained path cover of G.
Case 1.2.2: −t tL− tR t . If t =0, then tL= tR and, hence, it contradicts the assumption that tL = tR . Hence, t1.
Since −t tL − tR t , we have that t tL − tR and t tR − tL. Hence, t max{1, tL − tR, tR − tL}. Since t tL + tR ,
max{1, tL − tR, tR − tL} t tL + tR . By Lemma 3.4, we can obtain from T (GL,PCL) and T (GR,PCR) a setPCt
of vertex-disjoint twin paths of G of size t . LetPCs =Ls ∪Rs . Then,PCt ∪PCs ∪PCu forms a (t, s, u)-constrained
path cover of G.
Case 1.2.3: −(t + sL − u¯) tL − tR − t . In this case, t tR − tL t + sL − u¯. By symmetry, we can prove this
subcase via arguments similar to those for proving Case 1.2.1.
Case 2: sL < u¯. In this case, sR > u¯ since s = (sL − u¯)+ (sR − u¯)0. By Eq. (9), we get that t tL + tR − (u¯− sL).
Let S(GR,PCR) = Ru¯1 ∪ Ru¯2 ∪ Rs such that Ru¯1 ∩ Ru¯2 ∩ Rs = ∅, |Ru¯1 | = sL, |Ru¯2 | = 2(u¯ − sL) and |Rs | = s. Let
PCu¯1 = S(GL,PCL)[sL]Ru¯1 .Then,PCu¯1 forms a set of vertex-disjoint non-twin paths of G of size sL such that one
end vertex of every path inPCu¯1 is in VL\TS(GL) and the other end vertex is in VR\TS(GR). By Eq. (10), we consider
the following two subcases:
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Case 2.1: t + u¯− sL tL − tR t + sR − u¯= t + u¯− sL + s. In this subcase, tL − tR t + u¯− sL > 0 since u¯ > sL
and t0. Let P̂Ct = T (GL,PCL)[tR]T (GR,PCR). Then, P̂Ct is a set of vertex-disjoint twin paths of G of size
tL − tR such that both end vertices of every path in P̂Ct are in TS(GL). Then, t + u¯− sL |P̂Ct | t + u¯− sL + s. Let
P̂Ct=PCt∪Lu¯∪Lssuch thatPCt∩Lu¯∩Ls=∅, |PCt |=t and |Lu¯|=u¯−sL. Then, 0 |Ls |s. LetPCs=Rs[|Ls |]Ls .
Then, PCs is a set of vertex-disjoint semi-twin paths of G of size s. Let P be a path of Lu¯ and let Q1 and Q2 be two
paths of Ru¯2 . Then, Q1+˙P +˙Q2 is a non-twin path of G with both end vertices in VR\TS(GR). Hence, we can obtain
from Lu¯ and Ru¯2 a setPCu¯2 of vertex-disjoint non-twin paths of G of size u¯ − sL such that both end vertices of every
path inPCu¯2 are in VR\TS(GR). LetPCu =PCu¯1 ∪PCu¯2 ∪ U(GL,PCL) ∪ U(GR,PCR). Then,PCu forms a set
of vertex-disjoint non-twin paths of G of size u. Hence,PCt ∪PCs ∪PCu forms a (t, s, u)-constrained path cover of
G.
Case 2.2: −t+ u¯−sL tL− tR t+ u¯−sL. Suppose t=0. Then, tL− tR = u¯−sL > 0. Let P˜Ct =T (GL,PCL)[tR]
T (GR,PCR). Then, P˜Ct is a set of vertex-disjoint twin paths of G of size tL − tR = u¯− sL such that both end vertices
of every path in P˜Ct are in TS(GL). Let P be a path of P˜Ct and let Q1 and Q2 be two paths of Ru¯2 . Then, Q1+˙P +˙Q2
is a non-twin path of G with both end vertices in VR\TS(GR). Hence, we can obtain from P˜Ct and Ru¯2 a setPCu¯2 of
vertex-disjoint non-twin paths of G of size u¯− sL such that both end vertices of every path inPCu¯2 are in VR\TS(GR).
LetPCu =PCu¯1 ∪PCu¯2 ∪U(GL,PCL)∪U(GR,PCR). Then,PCu forms a set of vertex-disjoint non-twin paths of
G of size u. Hence, Rs ∪PCu forms a (0, s, u)-constrained path cover of G. In the following, suppose that t > 0. We
ﬁrst prove that tL u¯− sL. Since −t + u¯− sL tL − tR , we have that tL tR − t + u¯− sL. Since t tL + tR − (u¯− sL),
we get that tR − t − tL + u¯− sL. Combining the above two equations, we get that tL − tL + 2(u¯− sL). Therefore,
tL u¯− sL. We next partition T (GL,PCL) into two disjoint subsets, Lt and Lu¯, such that |Lu¯|= u¯− sL. Then, we can
obtain a setPCu¯2 of vertex-disjoint non-twin paths of G of size u¯− sL by using all paths of Lu¯ and Ru¯2 such that both
end vertices of each path inPCu¯2 are in VR\TS(GR). LetPCu=PCu¯1 ∪PCu¯2 ∪U(GL,PCL)∪U(GR,PCR). Then,
PCu is a set of vertex-disjoint non-twin paths of G of size u. Finally, we construct from Lt and T (GR,PCR) a setPCt
of vertex-disjoint twin paths ofG of size t as follows: let t̂L=|Lt |. Since tL=|Lu¯|+ t̂L and |Lu¯|=u¯−sL, t̂L=tL−(u¯−sL)
and, hence, t̂L− tR = tL− tR −(u¯−sL). Since −t + u¯−sL tL− tR t + u¯−sL, −t t̂L− tR t . By assumption, t1.
Hence, t max{1, t̂L− tR, tR − t̂L}. Since t tL+ tR −(u¯−sL), t t̂L+ tR . Thus, max{1, t̂L− tR, tR − t̂L} t t̂L+ tR .
By Lemma 3.4, we can obtain from Lt and T (GR,PCR) a setPCt of vertex-disjoint twin paths of G of size t . Then,
PCt ∪ Rs ∪PCu forms a (t, s, u)-constrained path cover of G.
Case 3: sR < u¯. This case can be proved by using arguments similar to those used in proving Case 2. 
It follows immediately from Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5 that the following theorem holds:
Theorem 3.6. AssumeG is a distance-hereditary graph formed fromGL andGR by a true-twin operation.Then,G has
a (t, s, u)-constrained path cover if and only ifGL andGR have (tL, sL, uL)-constrained and (tR, sR, uR)-constrained
path covers, respectively, where the following conditions hold:
(1) u¯ = u − uL − uR0;
(2) s + 2u = (sL + sR) + 2(uL + uR);
(3) if t = s = u¯=0, then tL = tR =0; otherwise, max{0, tL − tR − sR + u¯, tR − tL − sL + u¯} t tL + tR −max{0, u¯−
sL, u¯ − sR}.
The above theorem shows the necessary and sufﬁcient condition for G having a constrained path cover while G is
formed from GL and GR by a true-twin operation. In the following, we will consider the case that G is formed from GL
and GR by a pendant operation. Note that TS(G) = TS(GL) if G is formed from GL and GR by a pendant operation.
Lemma 3.7. Assume that G is a distance-hereditary graph formed from GL and GR by a pendant operation and
that PC is a (t, s, u)-constrained path cover of G. Then, VL(PC) and VR(PC) are (tL, sL, uL)-constrained and
(tR, sR, uR)-constrained path covers of GL and GR , respectively, satisfying the following conditions:
(1) u¯ = u − uL − uR0;
(2) tL t ;
(3) tL − tR = t + sR − u¯;
(4) max{0, sL − u¯ + sR − u¯}s tL − t + sL and 1s if t = u¯ = sL = sR = 0, tL = tR and tL = 0.
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Proof. By deﬁnition, every path in U(GL, VL(PC)) and U(GR, VR(PC)) only visits vertices in VL and VR , respec-
tively, and is a non-twin path of G in PC. Hence, uuL + uR and Condition (1) is satisﬁed. Since both end vertices
of every path in T (G,PC) are in TS(GL), every path in T (G,PC) contains at least one twin path of GL in VL(PC).
Hence, tL t and Condition (2) is satisﬁed.
We next prove that Condition (3) is satisﬁed. Let U¯ = U(G,PC)\(U(GL, VL(PC)) ∪ U(GR, VR(PC))). Then,
|U¯ | = u¯. There are six types of paths in U¯ : type-1 paths are those paths with both end vertices in VL\TS(GL); type-2
paths are those paths with one end vertex in VL\TS(GL) and the other end vertex in TS(GR); type-3 paths are those
paths with one end vertex in VL\TS(GL) and the other end vertex in VR\TS(GR); type-4 paths are those paths with both
end vertices in VR\TS(GR); type-5 paths are those paths with one end vertex in VR\TS(GR) and the other end vertex in
TS(GR) and type-6 paths are those paths with both end vertices in TS(GR). Let u1, u2, u3, u4, u5 and u6 be the numbers
of the paths of type-1, type-2, type-3, type-4, type-5 and type-6, respectively. Then, u¯= u1 + u2 + u3 + u4 + u5 + u6.
There are three types of paths in S(G,PC): type-I paths are those paths with one end vertex in VL\TS(GL) and the
other end vertex in TS(GL); type-II paths are those paths with one end vertex in TS(GL) and the other end vertex in
VR\TS(GR) and type-III paths are those paths with one end vertex in TS(GL) and the other end vertex in TS(GR). Let
s1, s2 and s3 be the numbers of the paths of type-I, type-II and type-III, respectively. Then, s = s1 + s2 + s3. By the
above deﬁnitions, we obtain that
sL = s1 + 2u1 + u2 + u3, (11)
sR = s2 + u3 + 2u4 + u5. (12)
Every path of type-3, type-5, type-I and type-III has as many VL-maximal twin subpaths as VR-maximal twin subpaths.
Every path of type-4 and type-II has exactly one more VL-maximal twin subpath than VR-maximal twin subpaths.
Every path of type-1, type-2 and type-6 has exactly one more VR-maximal twin subpath than VL-maximal twin
subpaths. Moreover, every path in T (G,PC) has exactly one more VL-maximal twin subpath than VR-maximal twin
subpaths since both its end vertices are in TS(GL). Thus, tL − tR = t + (s2 + u4) − (u1 + u2 + u6). By Eq. (12),
s2+u4=sR−(u3+u4+u5). Since u¯=u1+u2+u3+u4+u5+u6, tL−tR=t+(sR−u3−u4−u5)−(u1+u2+u6)=t+sR−u¯
and, hence, Condition (3) is satisﬁed.
Finally, we prove that Condition (4) is satisﬁed. By deﬁnition, u¯=u1 +u2 +u3 +u4 +u5 +u6 and s = s1 + s2 + s3.
By Eqs. (11) and (12), sL − u¯ = s1 + u1 − u4 − u5 − u6 and sR − u¯ = s2 + u4 − u1 − u2 − u6. Hence, sL − u¯ + sR −
u¯ = s1 + s2 − u2 − u5 − 2u6s1 + s2s. Clearly, s0. Thus, max{0, sL − u¯ + sR − u¯}s. By Eq. (11), s1sL.
Since the number of twin paths of GL in VL(T (G,PC)) is at least t and every path of type-II and type-III contains at
least one twin path of GL in VL(T (G,PC)), we have that s2 + s3 tL − t . Thus, s = s1 + s2 + s3 tL − t + sL. In
summary, max{0, sL − u¯+ sR − u¯}s tL − t + sL. On the other hand, suppose that t = u¯= sL = sR = 0, tL = tR and
tL = 0. By deﬁnition and Eqs. (11)–(12), we get that s1 = s2 = 0 and u1 = u2 = u3 = u4 = u5 = u6 = 0. Since tL = tR ,
tL = 0 and t = u¯ = 0, we can easily see that s31. Hence, s = s1 + s2 + s31 if t = u¯ = sL = sR = 0, tL = tR and
tL = 0. 
Lemma 3.8. Assume that G is a distance-hereditary graph formed from GL and GR by a pendant operation and that
PCL and PCR are (tL, sL, uL)-constrained and (tR, sR, uR)-constrained path covers of GL and GR , respectively.
Then, G has a (t, s, u)-constrained path cover for each t, s, u satisfying the following conditions:
(1) u¯ = u − uL − uR0;
(2) tL t ;
(3) tL − tR = t + sR − u¯;
(4) max{0, sL − u¯ + sR − u¯}s tL − t + sL and 1s if t = u¯ = sL = sR = 0, tL = tR and tL = 0.
Proof. Let t, s, u, u¯ satisfyConditions (1)–(4).We prove this lemmaby showing how to construct a (t, s, u)-constrained
path cover of G fromPCL andPCR . Suppose that t = u¯=sL=sR =0, tL= tR and tL = 0. By Condition (4), 1s tL.
Let T (GL,PCL)=L1 ∪L2 and T (GR,PCR)=R1 ∪R2 such that L1 ∩L2 =∅, R1 ∩R2 =∅, |L1|= |R1|= tL − s +1
and |L2| = |R2| = s − 1. LetPCs1 =L1	
[tL−s+1]R1,PCs2 =L2[s−1]R2 and letPCs =PCs1 ∪PCs2 . Then,PCs is
a set of vertex-disjoint semi-twin paths of G of size s such that one end vertex of every path in PCs is in TS(GL) and
the other end vertex is in TS(GR). LetPC =PCs ∪U(GL,PCL)∪U(GR,PCR).Then,PC is a (0, s, u)-constrained
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path cover of G. In the following, we assume that at least one of t, u¯, sL or sR is not equal to 0 if tL = tR and tL = 0.
Consider the following cases:
Case 1: sL u¯ and sR u¯. By Conditions (2) and (3), we obtain that tL t and tL − tR = t + sR − u¯. Hence,
tR = tL − t + u¯ − sR u¯ − sR . By Condition (4), we get that 0s tL − t + sL. Let T (GL,PCL) = PCt ∪ Ls
and T (GR,PCR) = PCu¯1 ∪ Rs such that PCt ∩ Ls = ∅, PCu¯1 ∩ Rs = ∅, |PCt | = t and |PCu¯1 | = u¯ − sR . Then,
|Ls | = |Rs | = tL − t = tR − u¯ + sR . Since 0s tL − t + sL, we consider the following two subcases:
Case 1.1: sL < s tL − t + sL. Let Ls = Ls1 ∪ Ls2 and Rs = Rs1 ∪ Rs2 such that Ls1 ∩ Ls2 = ∅, Rs1 ∩ Rs2 = ∅,
|Ls1 |=|Rs1 |=tL−t−s+sL+1 and |Ls2 |=|Rs2 |=s−sL−1.LetPCs1=Ls1	
[tL−t−s+sL+1]Rs1 ,PCs2=Ls2[s−sL−1]Rs2 ,
and letPCŝ =PCs1 ∪PCs2 . Then,PCŝ is a set of vertex-disjoint semi-twin paths of G of size s− sL such that one end
vertex of every path inPCŝ is in TS(GL) and the other end vertex is in TS(GR). LetPCs =PCŝ ∪S(GL,PCL),PCu=
PCu¯1 ∪ S(GR,PCR) ∪ U(GL,PCL) ∪ U(GR,PCR) and let PC = PCt ∪ PCs ∪ PCu. Then, PC is a (t, s, u)-
constrained path cover of G.
Case1.2: 0ssL. LetPCŝ = Ls	
[tL−t]Rs if tL − t > 0; otherwise, letPCŝ = ∅. Then,PCŝ consists of only one
semi-twin path P of G with one end vertex in TS(GL) and the other end vertex in TS(GR) ifPCŝ = ∅. Let Q be a path
in PCt ∪PCu¯1 if PCt = ∅ or PCu¯1 = ∅; otherwise, let Q be a path in S(GL,PCL) ∪ S(GR,PCR). We ﬁrst prove
that Q exists if PCŝ = ∅. Assume that PCŝ = ∅, PCt = ∅ and PCu¯1 = ∅. Then, tL − t > 0, t = 0 and u¯ − sR = 0.
By Condition (3), tL = tR and tL = 0. By assumption, sL = 0 or sR = 0. Hence, S(GL,PCL) ∪ S(GR,PCR) = ∅
and Q exists if PCŝ = ∅. Clearly, end(Q) and start(P ) are adjacent if P exists. Suppose P exists, i.e., PCŝ = ∅.
Let Q be the set of vertex-disjoint paths containing path Q. Then, the positions of both end vertices of path Q+˙P in
Q\{Q}∪{Q+˙P } are the same as those of end vertices of path Q inQ. Note thatQ is either S(GL,PCL), S(GR,PCR),
PCt orPCu¯1 . Hence, P can be coalesced into one path of S(GL,PCL)∪ S(GR,PCR)∪PCt ∪PCu¯1 if it exists. Let
Q= Q\{Q} ∪ {Q+˙P } if P exists. We partition S(GL,PCL) into two disjoint sets, PCs and Lu¯, such that |PCs | = s
and |Lu¯| = sL − s. LetPCu¯ =PCu¯1 ∪ S(GR,PCR). Then, |PCu¯| = u¯. By assumption, sL u¯ and 0ssL. Hence,
|Lu¯| |PCu¯|. Let PCu¯ = PCu¯[sL−s]Lu¯.Then, PCu¯ is a set of vertex-disjoint non-twin paths of G of size u¯. Let
PCu =PCu¯ ∪U(GL,PCL)∪U(GR,PCR). Then,PCt ∪PCs ∪PCu forms a (t, s, u)-constrained path cover of G.
Case 2: sL > u¯ and sR u¯. By Conditions (2) and (3), we obtain that tL t and tL − tR = t + sR − u¯. Hence,
tR u¯− sR . Let T (GL,PCL)=PCt ∪Ls and T (GR,PCR)=PCu¯1 ∪Rs such thatPCt ∩Ls = ∅,PCu¯1 ∩Rs = ∅,
|PCt |= t and |PCu¯1 |= u¯− sR . Then, |Ls |= |Rs |= tL − t = tR − u¯+ sR . By Condition (4), we consider the following
two subcases:
Case 2.1: sL < s tL − t + sL. This subcase can be proved by using arguments similar to those used in proving
Case 1.1.
Case 2.2: max{0, sL− u¯+sR − u¯}ssL. LetPCŝ =Ls	
[tL−t]Rs if tL− t > 0; otherwise, letPCŝ =∅. Then,PCŝ
consists of only one semi-twin pathP ofGwith one endvertex inTS(GL) and the other endvertex inTS(GR) if tL−t > 0.
Since sL − u¯ > 0, S(GL,PCL) = ∅. Let Q be a path in S(GL,PCL) and let PCs′ = S(GL,PCL)\{Q} ∪ {Q+˙P }.
Then, PCs′ is still a set of vertex-disjoint semi-twin paths of G of size sL such that one end vertex of every path in
PCs′ is in VL\TS(GL) and the other end vertex is in TS(GL). We next partition PCs′ into two disjoint subsets, PCs
and U¯ , such that |PCs | = s and |U¯ | = sL − s. We can coalesce two paths in U¯ and one path inPCu¯1 to form a longer
non-twin path of G with both end vertices in VL\TS(GL). Moreover, we can coalesce one path in U¯ and one path
in S(GR,PCR) to form a longer non-twin path of G with one end vertex in VL\TS(GL) and the other end vertex in
VR\TS(GR). Since sL − u¯+ sR − u¯s, sL − s2u¯− sR = 2(u¯− sR)+ sR . Then, all paths of U¯ can be coalesced into
paths ofPCu¯1 ∪ S(GR,PCR). Hence, we can obtain a setPCu¯ of vertex-disjoint non-twin paths of G of size u¯ from
U¯ and PCu¯1 ∪ S(GR,PCR). Let PCu =PCu¯ ∪ U(GL,PCL) ∪ U(GR,PCR). Then, PCt ∪PCs ∪PCu forms a
(t, s, u)-constrained path cover of G.
Case 3: sL u¯ and sR > u¯. Let T (GL,PCL) =PCt ∪ Ls1 ∪ Ls2 such that PCt , Ls1 and Ls2 are pairwise disjoint,
|PCt | = t and |Ls1 | = sR − u¯. By Condition (3), |Ls2 | = tL − t − sR + u¯ = tR . Let S(GR,PCR) =PCu¯ ∪ Rs1 such
thatPCu¯ ∩ Rs1 = ∅, |PCu¯| = u¯ and |Rs1 | = sR − u¯. LetPCs1 = Ls1[sR−u¯]Rs1 .Then,PCs1 is a set of vertex-disjoint
semi-twin paths of G of size sR − u¯ such that one end vertex of every path in PCs1 is in TS(GL) and the other end
vertex is in VR\TS(GR). By Condition (4), we consider the following two subcases:
Case 3.1: sL+sR−u¯ < s tL−t+sL. LetLs2=La∪Lb andT (GR,PCR)=Ra∪Rb such thatLa∩Lb=∅,Ra∩Rb=∅,
|La|=|Ra|=tR−s+sL+sR−u¯+1 and |Lb|=|Rb|=s−sL−sR+u¯−1. By Condition (3), tR=tL−t−sR−u¯. Hence,
|La|=|Ra|= tL− t +sL−s+1. By assumption of the subcase, sL+sR − u¯+1s tL− t +sL. Hence, |La|=|Ra|1
and |Lb|= |Rb|0. LetPCs2 =La	
[tR−s+sL+sR−u¯+1]Ra ,PCs3 =Lb[s−sL−sR+u¯−1]Rb and letPCŝ =PCs2 ∪PCs3 .
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Then, PCŝ is a set of vertex-disjoint semi-twin paths of G of size s − sL − sR + u¯ such that one end vertex of every
path inPCŝ is in TS(GL) and the other end vertex is in TS(GR). LetPCs =PCs1 ∪PCŝ ∪ S(GL,PCL). Then,PCs
is a set of vertex-disjoint semi-twin paths of G of size s. Hence,PCt ∪PCs ∪PCu forms a (t, s, u)-constrained path
cover of G.
Case 3.2: max{0, sL − u¯ + sR − u¯}ssL + sR − u¯. Let PCŝ = Ls2	
[tR]T (GR,PCR) if tR > 0; otherwise, let
PCŝ =∅. Then,PCŝ consists of only one semi-twin path P of G with one end vertex in TS(GL) and vertex in TS(GR)
if tR > 0. Since sR − u¯ > 0, PCs1 = ∅. Let Q be a path in PCs1 and let PCs1 =PCs1\{Q} ∪ {Q+˙P }. Then, PCs1 is
a set of vertex-disjoint semi-twin paths of G of size sR − u¯. We next partition PCs1 ∪ S(GL,PCL) into two disjoint
subsets,PCs and U¯ , such that |PCs |= s and |U¯ |= sL + sR − u¯− s. By assumption of the subcase, sL − u¯+ sR − u¯s.
Hence, sL + sR − u¯ − s u¯. Let PCu¯ =PCu¯[|U¯ |]U¯ . Then, PCu¯ is a set of vertex-disjoint non-twin paths of G of
size u¯. LetPCu =PCu¯ ∪U(GL,PCL)∪U(GR,PCR). Then,PCt ∪PCs ∪PCu forms a (t, s, u)-constrained path
cover of G.
Case 4: sL > u¯ and sR > u¯. Let T (GL,PCL) =PCt ∪ Ls1 ∪ Ls2 such that PCt , Ls1 and Ls2 are pairwise disjoint,
|PCt | = t and |Ls1 | = sR − u¯. By Condition (3), |Ls2 | = tL − t − sR + u¯ = tR . Let S(GR,PCR) =PCu¯ ∪ Rs1 such
thatPCu¯ ∩ Rs1 = ∅, |PCu¯| = u¯ and |Rs1 | = sR − u¯. LetPCs1 = Ls1[sR−u¯]Rs1 .Then,PCs1 is a set of vertex-disjoint
semi-twin paths of G of size sR − u¯ such that one vertex of every path inPCs1 is in TS(GL) and the other end vertex is
in VR\TS(GR). By Condition (4), sL − u¯ + sR − u¯s tL − t + sL. Hence, we consider the following two subcases:
Case 4.1: sL + sR − u¯ < s tL − t + sL. This subcase can be proved by using arguments similar to those used in
proving Case 3.1.
Case 4.2: sL − u¯ + sR − u¯ssL + sR − u¯. LetPCŝ = Ls2	
[tR]T (GR,PCR) if tR > 0; otherwise, letPCŝ = ∅.
Then, PCŝ consists of only one semi-twin path P of G with one end vertex in TS(GL) and vertex in TS(GR) if
tR > 0. Since sR − u¯ > 0, PCs1 = ∅. Let Q be a path in PCs1 and let PCs1 =PCs1\{Q} ∪ {Q+˙P }. Then, PCs1 is
a set of vertex-disjoint semi-twin paths of G of size sR − u¯. We next partition PCs1 ∪ S(GL,PCL) into two disjoint
subsets, PCs and U¯ , such that |PCs | = s and |U¯ | = sL + sR − u¯ − s. By assumption, sL − u¯ + sR − u¯s. Hence,
sL + sR − u¯ − s u¯. Let PCu¯ = PCu¯[|U¯ |]U¯ . Then, PCu¯ is a set of vertex-disjoint non-twin paths of G of size u¯.
LetPCu =PCu¯ ∪ U(GL,PCL) ∪ U(GR,PCR). Then,PCt ∪PCs ∪PCu forms a (t, s, u)-constrained path cover
of G. 
It follows immediately from Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8 that we get the following theorem:
Theorem 3.9. Assume G is a distance-hereditary graph formed fromGL andGR by a pendant operation. Then, G has
a (t, s, u)-constrained path cover if and only ifGL andGR have (tL, sL, uL)-constrained and (tR, sR, uR)-constrained
path covers, respectively, where the following conditions hold:
(1) u¯ = u − uL − uR0;
(2) tL t ;
(3) tL − tR = t + sR − u¯;
(4) max{0, sL − u¯ + sR − u¯}s tL − t + sL and 1s if t = u¯ = sL = sR = 0, tL = tR and tL = 0.
4. A dynamic programming polynomial-time algorithm
Based on Theorems 3.6 and 3.9, we design an efﬁcient dynamic programming algorithm to compute (G) of a
distance-hereditary graph G. By Theorem 2.1, a decomposition tree DT(G) of a distance-hereditary graph G can be
constructed inO(m+n) linear time. In the following, assume that the decomposition treeDT(G) of a distance-hereditary
graph G is given. For a node v in DT(G), denote by DTv(G) the subtree of DT(G) rooted at v, and denote by Gv the
subgraph of G induced by the leaves of DTv(G). Our algorithm called PC-DH is sketched as follows: initially, it sets
F(Gv)={(1, 0, 0)} for each leaf v ofDT(G). It then visits internal nodes ofDT(G) in a postorder sequence. Thus, while
visiting a node, both its children were already visited. Suppose that it is about to process internal node v with v and
vr being the left and right children of v in DT(G), respectively. Then, it usesF(Gv) andF(Gvr ) to computeF(Gv)
by using either Lemma 3.2, 3.5 or 3.8 depending on the label of v. Note that if many pairs of (tL, sL, uL) ∈ F(Gv)
and (tR, sR, uR) ∈F(Gvr ) produce the same (t, s, u) inF(Gv), then we remember one and forget the others. If v is
the root of DT(G), then it calculates (G) = min{t + s + u|(t, s, u) ∈F(G)} and the algorithm terminates.
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The correctness of the above algorithm is based on Theorems 3.6 and 3.9. In the following, we will analyze the
complexity of the algorithm.
Lemma 4.1. Assume G is a distance-hereditary graph formed from GL and GR by either a false-twin, a true-twin or
a pendant operation. Then, algorithm PC-DH computesF(G) fromF(GL) andF(GR) in O(n8) time.
Proof. SupposeG is formed fromGL andGR by a false-twin operation.ByLemma3.2,F(G)={(tL+tR, sL+sR, uL+
uR)|(tL, sL, uL) ∈ F(GL) and (tR, sR, uR) ∈ F(GR)}. By deﬁnition, |F(GL)|O(n3) and |F(GR)|O(n3).
Hence,F(G) can be computed in O(n6) time.
On the other hand, suppose G is formed from GL and GR by a true-twin operation. It is obvious from Theorem 3.6
that F(G) is calculated after processing all pairs of triples in F(GL) and F(GR). Let (tL, sL, uL) ∈ F(GL) and
(tR, sR, uR) ∈ F(GR). Our algorithm will compute all triples (t, s, u) of F(G) satisfying the conditions given by
Lemma 3.5. Obviously, both u and t are integers between 1 and n. For each value of u, s is determined since uL, uR, sL
and sR are ﬁxed. Thus, there are at most O(n2) triples (t, s, u) ofF(G) needed to be computed from (tL, sL, uL) and
(tR, sR, uR). By deﬁnition, |F(GL)|n3 and |F(GR)|n3. Hence, our algorithm will refer to the results of Lemma
3.5 at most n6 times (each of which generates a list of at most n2 triples), so the list of triples generated for F(G)
is at most n8. We can use a three-dimensional array to organize the list to eliminate duplicates. Thus, F(G) can be
computed in O(n8) time.
The case that G is formed from GL and GR by a pendant operation can be proved by using arguments similar to
those used in proving the case that G is formed from GL and GR by a true-twin operation. 
Since the number of internal nodes in DT(G) is n − 1 and the time of processing each internal node in DT(G) is
bounded in O(n8) by Lemma 4.1, (G) can be computed in O(n9) time. Though we only describe the algorithm to
compute (G), it can be easily extended to ﬁnd a minimum path cover of a distance-hereditary graph through the
constructive proofs of Lemmas 3.5 and 3.8 in the same time bound. Thus, we conclude the following theorem:
Theorem 4.2. The path cover problem on distance-hereditary graphs can be solved in O(n9) time.
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